
CLINICAL
SUMMARY

Individuals with a personal or 
family history of the following 
red flags* may be at risk for 
Hereditary Breast and Ovarian 
Cancer (HBOC) syndrome

■ Breast cancer before age 50

■ Ovarian cancer at any age

■  2 primary breast cancers in an 
individual at any age

■  Both breast and ovarian 
cancer in an individual at  
any age

■  Male breast cancer at any age

■  2 or more breast cancers in a 
family, one under age 50

■  Women of Ashkenazi Jewish 
descent with breast or ovarian 
cancer at any age

■  A previously identified BRCA 
mutation in the family

*Assessment criteria based on medical  
society guidelines. For these individual 
medical society guidelines go to  
www.myriadpro.com/guidelines
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Myriad representative.
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Risk Reducing Surgery Reduces Breast and  
Ovarian Cancer Risks in BRCA Mutation Carriers
Women who carry mutations in BRCA1 and BRCA2 are at dramatically increased 
risk for developing breast and ovarian cancer. Previous studies have shown that 
risk-reducing mastectomy and salpingo-oophorectomy reduce cancer risks in 
carriers. This study further supports these findings in a large cohort of mutation 
carriers and provides evidence supporting the value of identifying these carriers 
so they can benefit from potentially life-saving surgical management.

Domchek SM, et al. Association of risk-reducing surgery in BRCA1 
and BRCA2 mutation carriers with cancer risk and mortality. 
JAMA 2010;304(9):967-75.

Purpose: To estimate the reduction in both cancer risk and mortality achieved 
through risk-reducing mastectomy and risk-reducing oophorectomy in BRCA  
mutation carriers both with and without a previous diagnosis of breast cancer.

Design and Methods: Prospective, multicenter cohort study of 2482 BRCA1 or 
BRCA2 positive women, recruited through the Prevention and Observation Surgical 
Endpoints (PROSE) Consortium at 22 centers in North America and Europe.

Results:
Oophorectomy is associated with a:
 • 60% reduction in all-cause mortality
 • 56% reduction in breast cancer-specific mortality
 • 79% reduction in ovarian cancer-specific mortality

In women without a prior diagnosis of breast cancer:
 • Mastectomy is associated with a significant reduction in breast cancer risk
 •  Oophorectomy is associated with a significant reduction in breast and ovarian 

cancer risks
In women with a prior diagnosis of breast cancer:
 •  Oophorectomy is associated with a significant reduction in ovarian cancer

RISK REDUCTION OFFERED BY RISK REDUCING STRATEGIES

Bottom Line: This study supports what previous, smaller studies have reported. 
Risk-reducing mastectomy and salpingo-oophorectomy reduce cancer risks in BRCA 
mutation carriers. Genetic testing for BRCA mutations is an important tool in  
identifying women who can benefit from preventive surgery.
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